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Edge of Stability
 

Ex. Quadratic



Edge of Stability
“Gradient Descent on Neural Networks 
Typically Occurs at the Edge of Stability” 
~Jeremy Cohen, Simran Kaur, Yuanzhi Li, 
J. Zico Kolter and Ameet Talwalkar



Edge of Stability



Outline
1. Sparse coding problem
2. Edge of stability – minimalist example
3. Learning threshold neurons via the EoS



Sparse coding problem

Well studied [OF97; VG00; OF04; Yan+09; AL22; KR18]



Sparse coding problem
How do neural networks learn to solve the sparse coding problem (1) ?

m=2000, d=100
n=20000, l=5



Suppose the basis is known and parametrize the network as 

train using logistic loss.

Make the problem as simple as possible to focus on the behavior of ReLU training.

Sparse coding problem (simplified)

(2)



Sparse coding problem (simplified)

d=200, n=300, total time= 10



Sparse coding problem (simplified)

What is the role of EoS in learning threshold neurons?

Learning 
threshold 
neurons

EoS



EoS has been studied recently:

● Chao Ma et al. ‘22: Show “bouncing” 
behavior on a real function, identify 
subquadratic growth, quasi-static limit.

● Sanjeev Arora et al. ‘22: Sharpness 
reduction flow from normalized GD.

● Jason Lee et al. ‘22: Self-stabilization of 
GD.

● Joan Bruna et al. ‘22: Prove global 
convergence of  aaand 
prove “bouncing”.

● Rong Ge et al. ‘22: Prove asymptotic 
sharpness of    locally.

Illustrate what f should look like

Minimalist Example



Minimalist Example
Let us consider the function 

Gradient and Hessian:

GD dynamics:



Minimalist Example

Basic properties:

● Invariant lines: 
● Conserved quantity:
● Limiting sharpness of flow:

Write derivation 

Two regimes (heuristics):

● Eos
● Gradient flow



Minimalist Example
Gradient Flow regime (informal):

Proof idea: The conserved quantity is approximately conserved up to O(η). And 
both |x| and |y| decrease monotonically.

EoS regime (informal):

Proof idea: GD approaches the y axis until it enters the quasistatic regime 
(bouncing). x is quasi-static, while y decreases, until y^2 reaches 2/η.



Minimalist Example



Minimalist Example
Remark. The quasi-static regime requires a precise control of 
around the origin (fourth derivative of ℓ), which also allows to control the time 
and the sharpness gap accurately.



Learning threshold neurons
From (simplified) ReLU to minimalist model:

Three approximations:

Analyze population loss



Learning threshold neurons
The mean (simplified) model satisfies:

Thus b converges to -O(1/d^2)



Learning threshold neurons
To determine the two regimes, we look at the approximate dynamics

The regimes are thus given by 

- Gradient Flow: 
- EoS:
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